**CONSTITUTIONAL LAW** – Lee / Su / Bedard-Rubin / Stacey / Dawood
Canadian Constitutional Law, 6th edition (Emond) ................................. KE4219 C35 2022
*Canadian Constitutional Law, 2nd ed. (UTP) ........................................ KE4219 D65
*Constitutional Law of Canada by Hogg student ed. (Carswell) ............ KE4219 H622 2021
*The Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 7th ed. Sharpe (Irwin Law) ...... KE4381.5 S54 2021

**CONTRACTS LAW** - Waddams / Benson / Valcke / Niblett
Cases and Materials on Contracts by Waddams et al., 6th ed. (Emond) .... K840 .C37 2018
Contracts: Cases & Commentary, 10th ed. by Ben-Ishai (Carswell) .......... KE850 C66 2018
*The Law of Contracts, 7th ed. by Waddams (Canada Law Book) .......... KE850 W34 2017
*Limits of the Freedom of Contracts by M. Trebilcock (Harvard UP) .... K840 T742 1993
*The Law of Contract in Canada by Fridman ...................................... KE850 F75 2011

**CRIMINAL LAW** – Thorburn / Shaffer / Brudner
Criminal Law, 8th edition by Kent Roach (Irwin Law) ......................... on order
Practitioner’s Criminal Code 2022 student ed. Gold (Lexis) .............. KE8809.2 G65 2022
Supplement for Roach’s Criminal Law Section ................................ KE8808.5 R622 2018
Martin’s Criminal Code 2022 (Canada Law Book) ........................ KE8804.5 C519 M37 2022
Tremear’s Criminal Code 2022 student ed. (Carswell) .................. KE8804.5 C519 T74 2022
*Manning, Mewett & Sankoff Criminal Law, 5th ed. (LexisNexis) ........ KE8809 M48 2015
*Learning Canadian Criminal Law by Stuart et al (Carswell) ........... on order
*Criminal Procedure, 4th ed. (Irwin Law) ......................................... KE9260 C69 2020
Casebook, Volume 1 & 2 (2 vols pack) – Brudner ......................... KE8805 B78
Casebook, Volume 1 & 2 (2 vols pack) – Shaffer ........................... KE8808.5 S74 2022

**LEGAL METHODS** – Dawood / Stern / Shaffer
Casebook, Volume 1 & 2 (2 vols pack) – Dawood et al. ................... N/A

**LEGAL RESEARCH & WRITING** – Lewsen / McKeown / Manger / Murynka / Stellick / Greene
Canadian Guide to Uniform Legal Citation, 9th ed. (Carswell) .......... KE259 C34 2018
Legal Writing in Plain English: a Text with Exercises, 3rd ed. ........ KE250 G373 2013
Comprehensive Guide to Legal Research, Writing & Analysis, 3rd ed. KE250 C66 2019
Thinking Like a Writer: a Lawyer’s Guide to Effective Writing .......... on order
PROPERTY LAW – Drassinower / Austin / Katz
Principles of Property Law, 7th ed by Ziff (Carswell) ...................................... KE618 .Z54 2018
*Property Law: Cases and Commentary, 4th ed. (Emond) ................................ KE625 M68 2019
*An Introduction to Real Property Law, 7th ed. (LexisNexis) ......................... KE625 S56 2017
Casebook, Volume 1 & 2 (2 vols pack) – Drassinower ................................ KE618 D73 2022

TORT LAW – Niblett / Aidi /
Tort Law: Cases and Materials, 5th ed. by E. Weinrib (Emond) .................... KE1232 W44 2019
Law of Torts, 6th (Irwin Law) ........................................................................ KE1232 .O82 2020
*Cases and Materials on the Law of Torts, 9th edition (Carswell) .................. on order
*Tort Law, 6th edition by Klar (Carswell) ....................................................... KE1232 K53 2020

RECOMMENDED MATERIALS:

Black’s Law Dictionary, 11th edition (Carswell) ........................................... on order
McGill Guide to Uniform Legal Citation, 9th ed. (Carswell) ......................... KE259 C34 2018
Getting to Maybe ............................................................................................. KF283 F57 1999
Introduction to the Study of Law, 8th ed. by Waddams ............................... KE445 W33 2016
Pocket Dictionary of Canadian Law, 5th ed. by Dukelow .............................. KE183 D853 2011
Public Law: Cases, Materials and Commentary, 4th ed. - Craik .................. KE4120 P83 2020
The ABCs of Law School (Irwin Law) ........................................................... available online

GPLLM READING LIST

FOUNDATIONS OF CANADIAN LAW – Hartford / Ventz
Public Law: Cases, Commentary, and Analysis, ed: Craig Forcese ............ KE4120 .P83 2020
Elements of Indigenous Style - Younging ..................................................... PN147 Y68 2018
Revised August 30, 2022

* Indicates recommended readings.

**ABORIGINAL LAW & POLICY** — Walders

*course materials online*

**ADMINISTRATIVE LAW** — LAW202H1F — Greene / Stacey

Administrative Law in Context, 4th ed. by C. Flood & L. Sossin…….KE5015 A845 2022

*Administrative Law - Mullan (Irwin)..........................................................KE5015 M84 2001

**ADVANCED CONTRACT** — LAW OF CONTRACTUAL INTERPRETATION — Hall

*course materials online*

**ADVANCED PROPERTY** — Larissa Katz

*course materials online*

**ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP** — Thornburn

*course materials online*

**ANIMALS AND THE LAW** — Fernandez

Animals and the Law (Irwin)...............................................................KE452 A5 B58 2011

*course materials online*

**ANTI-CORRUPTION LAW AND POLICY** — Prado / Bandali

*course materials online*

**ARBITRATION AND ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION** — Aeidid

*course materials online*

**ART OF THE DEAL** — Abols / Vaux

*course materials online*

**BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS** — Fadel / MacIntosh


Consolidated Canada Business Corporations Act 2018………………….KE1384 52 A18 C66

Business Organizations Supplement (course pack) Fadel……………KE1388 F33 2022

**CANADIAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW** — Des Rosiers / Doi & Tefler

The Oxford Handbook of the Canadian Constitution by Rosiers……..KE4219 O94 2017

Constitutional Law of Canada by Hogg……………………………………..KE4219 H622 2022

**CANADIAN CRIMINAL LAW** — Maxwell / Thornburn

Criminal Procedure in Canada (3ed)…………………………………………KE9260 P45 2022

Criminal Law & Procedure: Cases & Materials (12ed)………………KE8809 R63 2020

Criminal Law (Irwin) by Roach (7ed)…………………………………………KE8809 R62 2018
FIRST TERM – FALL 2022
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES - 2022-23

CANADIAN INCOME TAX LAW – Materials on Canadian Income Tax Law, 16ed. by Cockfield……… KE5758.5 M27 16th

CITIZENSHIP, IMMIGRATION AND GLOBALIZATION – Shachar
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

CIVIL LAW – Valcke
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

CLINICAL LEGAL EDUCATION: DOWNTOWN LEGAL SERVICES – Balasundaram
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

COMPARATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW – Schneiderman
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

CIVIL LAW – Valcke
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

COMPARATIVE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE – Conklin
Gatekeepers : the Professions and Corporate Governance by Coffee……………on order

COMPETITION POLICY – Iacobucci
Law And Economics Of Canadian Competition Policy - Trebilcock….. KE1639 L39 2002

PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW: LAW218H1F – Knop
Private Int'l Law in Common Law

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF THE UNITED STATES – Schneiderman
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE – Davies / Chan
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

EVIDENCE LAW – Thornburn
Evidence: A Canadian Casebook, 5th ed. Stewart…………………………………… KE8440 E95 2020
Seminar Readings by Lee………………………………………………………………………………………… K1315 L44 2018

EXPLORING THE INTERSECTIONS OF LAW AND SOCIAL WORK – Szandtner
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

EXTERNSHIP SEMINAR – Faherty
course materials online ...........................................................................................................................

FAMILY LAW – Cossman
Canadian Family Law, 9ed by Payne (Irwin)……………………………………… on order
FIRST TERM – FALL 2022
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES - 2022-23

Family Law: Cases, Notes & Materials, 10th ed. (Carswell) ........ KE538.5 .M387 2021

FINANCIAL CRIMES AND CORPORATE COMPLIANCE – Jull
Profiting From Risk Management and Compliance, 2021ed .................................................. on order
Accounting and Finance for Lawyers in a Nutshell, 7th ed. (Meyer). HF5636 M49 2017

HEALTH LAW AND BIOETHICS – Lemmens
course materials online ...........................................................................................................

HEGEL’S LEGAL PHILOSOPHY — Brudner

THE GOOD, BAD, AND UGLY OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH – Yoon
course materials online ...........................................................................................................

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL AND INVESTOR-STATE ARBITRATION – Kronby
course materials online ...........................................................................................................

INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW – Su
International human rights law / 4ed. Moeckli ................................................................. on order

INTRODUCTION TO CYBERSECURITY LAW – Promislow / Ahmad / Castaneda
course materials online ...........................................................................................................

JOHN RAWLS’ THEORY OF JUSTICE: AN INTRODUCTION – Benson
Rawls – Freeman (Routledge, 2006) ....................................................... JC578 F6975 2007
Frontiers of Justice - Nussbaum (Harvard UP, 1999)....................... HM671 N87 2006

LAW AND FILM – Cossman
course materials online ...........................................................................................................

LAW AND LITERATURE – Stern
course materials online ...........................................................................................................

LAW AND POLICY OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS - Bennett / Murphy
Public-private partnerships in Canada by Murphy......................... on order

LAW OF WORK – Craig
Labour & Employment Law: Cases, Materials & Commentary .... KE3109 L27 2018

LAW, INSTITUTIONS AND DEVELOPMENT – Prado
Advanced Introduction to Law And Development by Prado........... K3820 T72 2021
LEGAL ETHICS – Yoon / Sossin & Teklu
course materials online .................................................................

MEDIATION – Jacobs
Mediating Commercial Disputes by Stitt ...................................... KE8618 S85 2003

NEGOTIATION – Stitt
Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement by Fisher ..................... BF637 N4 F57 2011

PERSONS AND BODIES – Drassinower / Essert
Angel Street: a Victorian Thriller by Hamilton ......................... PR6015 A4643 G3 1942

PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW – Knop

RELIGION AND THE LIBERAL STATE: THE CASE OF ISLAM – Fadel
course materials online .................................................................

SECURED TRANSACTIONS – Burke / Selick
Secured Transactions in Personal Property: Cases .................... on order

SECURITIES REGULATION – MacIntosh
Securities Law in Canada, 3rd ed. (Condon) ............................ KE1065 C65 2017

THE GOOD, BAD, AND UGLY OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH – Yoon
course materials online .................................................................

THE LAW OF WORK – Craig
Labour & Employment Law: Cases, Materials & Commentary .... KE3109 L27 2018

TRIAL ADVOCACY – Hannaford / Sadvari
course materials online .................................................................

TRUSTS – LAW233H1F – Larissa Katz
Oosterhoff on Trusts ................................................................. KE787 O68 2019
The Law of Trusts: A Contextual Approach 4ed Gillen .................... on order

WILLS AND ESTATE PLANNING – Wills
course materials online .................................................................

WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS – Roach
course materials online .................................................................